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AC Oxgangs FC 

Under 9s Match Report 

Sunday, 22 May 2011 
Geoff Stockham/Matt Holligan 

 

ESSDA Soccer Sevens Maradona Division 

ACO Make it 4 out of 4 Against Bonnyrigg 

AC Oxgangs 7  Bonnyrigg Rose 2 

Half-Time 4-2 

Scorers 

Zac (5), James, Max 

ACO Man of the Match 

Today’s MOTM was another tough one, but with Zac scoring 4 goals in the first half, then coming back on in 

the second and grabbing himself another one, he is today’s MOTM. This wasn’t just for the goals he scored. Zac 

proved today that he is a willing runner to get the ball on the wings, he is happy to take players on and isn’t 

afraid to make a tackle. Well Done. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

This was ACO's fourth fixture against one of the Bonnyrigg teams this season, and all the previous three had 

been close affairs, with ACO narrowly winning them all.  An extra challenge this week was the weather, with a 

number of torrential downpours during the game. 

In the first few minutes of the game the ball barely made it out of midfield as both teams scrapped for 

possession.  Gradually ACO started to force Bonnyrigg back towards their goal, and Zac pounced on a loose 

back-pass to the keeper, forcing him to save.  Max then managed to intercept a pass outside the box and fed the 

ball in to Zac who fired it into the top corner to give ACO the lead. 

Bonnyrigg started to probe the ACO defence more, and first Cillian tracked his man well forcing him wide and 

then into making a mistake.  Then Kieran stayed with his man all the way from midfield, only allowing him a 

weak shot into the side netting.  Liam then sent a huge kick up to Zac, who rounded the keeper well and then 

rolled the ball into the back of the net for his second of the game.  ACO were now dominating the game, and 

Max sent in a great corner that Bonnyrigg scrambled clear.  Then Max broke through the defence and was 

unlucky to see his shot go just wide. 

Bonnyrigg then scored against the run of play after Aaron saved a long shot but could only direct it into the path 

of a Bonnyrigg player who slotted the ball home.  This spurred ACO into action again, and Max curled a ball 

along the line to Zac who was stopped by a great sliding tackle as he ran into the box.  Christopher then wrestled 

the ball back in midfield and weighted a perfect pass to Zac who again rounded the keeper to tap in for his hat 

trick. 

Once again Bonnyrigg grabbed a goal back after a cross from the byline seemed to be heading for the side 

netting but somehow crept in at the near post.  ACO responded with a good shot from Max, and then a neat 

passing move between Christopher, Kieran and Zac nearly paid off.  ACO's defence were having a fairly quiet 

game, but did well when they were needed.  Aaron palmed out one shot and then Kieran cleared with a header at 

the near post.  ACO then scored again when Christopher found Zac in the box.  He had his back to goal, but 

rather than turn and shoot he tried a cheeky back-heel to send it past the keeper into the net.  Zac then nearly 

scored again when he was one-on-one with the keeper, but he cleared well, then Max's follow up was turned 

round the post by a diving header from the Bonnyrigg defender. 
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ACO had pushed a lot of players up the pitch, and Liam needed to make an excellent stop when he was 

outnumbered during a break.  His clearance then found Max whose shot was just wide.  Christopher then picked 

up the ball and powered through two tackles before shooting wide.  A dominant first half display from ACO and 

a four-goal haul for Zac! 

Half-time: 4-2 

ACO continued to dominate at the start of the second half.  Liam picked up the ball in a crowd of players and, 

seeing space in front of him, surged up the pitch before passing to Leo.  Eventually the ball found Christopher 

who sent in a great cross but no-one was on the end of it.  Leo then had two shots saved in quick succession.  

The resulting corner sailed across to the far post where Kieran sent it back across the goal line.  Bonnyrigg then 

managed a rare attack, but lots of ACO players were back defending and eventually Aaron made a good save 

and smothered the ball.  Bonnyrigg were starting to get some more balls into the ACO box and the ball was 

bobbing from head to head with ACO unable to clear.  Eventually James managed to bring the ball clear down 

the right.  It looked like he was trying to cross the ball into the box, but it sneaked into the goal through the 

keeper's legs to extend ACO's lead. 

Leo was now causing all sorts of problems to the Bonnyrigg defence.  First he sent a great ball through to James, 

and then was on the receiving end of an excellent cross from Christopher, but his shot went wide.  Bonnyrigg 

did manage another attack, but Aaron was out quickly to save at the forward's feet.  Christopher then picked up 

the ball in midfield and managed to run all the way to the byline and cross, despite being pulled and pushed the 

whole way.  Max and James were combining well with some neat passing, but in the end Kieran picked up the 

ball on the right and sent a great ball down the line to Max.  The keeper seemed to think he was going to cross 

the ball and he moved to leave his near post wide open, and Max slotted the ball into the gap. 

The last few minutes were much more end-to-end.  Bonnyrigg broke clear with three players, but the ball got 

caught in their player's feet and allowed Kieran to get back and clear.  Then ACO broke with four players, but 

this came to nothing.  James and Leo both managed long shots that went wide or were saved.  Eventually a 

Bonnyrigg corner was punched clear by Aaron and Zac picked the ball up well in his own half.  Despite it being 

the last minute of the match, he outran all the Bonnyrigg team to take the ball into the box and slot it under the 

keeper.  An excellent end to a match that ACO deserved to win. 

Full-Time: 7-2 

Coaches Message: 

Absolutely brilliant today, could have easily just wanted to get the game over with quickly because of the 

weather during the warm-up. Everyone gave 110%, everyone was putting in tackles and playing the sort of 

passes we have seen in training, working as a team and most of all taking our chances. Missed a few chances in 

the second half but we can’t expect every shot to go in, but again very well done to the boys today. See you 

Thursday. 


